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Challenges of Performing an Analysis

Ambiguous goal, not clearly defined

No standard approach of evaluating

May be a complex / dense topic

Lack of credible experience

May be broad, covering whole enterprise

Might not seem urgent, even if important

CHALLENGES

 Deep business understanding
 Broad understanding of risk
 Modeling capabilities
 Partnership and communication

Opportunities 
for Actuaries



The scene:

Future does not look like the past

Many challenges

Actuarial skillsets put to good use

Non-traditional actuarial topics within Enterprise Risk Management

Two objectives:

1) Share how we approach non-traditional 
analysis

2) Share our experience through three 
specific examples: project execution 
risk, first-order inflation risk, and 
climate risk

≠



How to Start

Clearly define the risk or concern

Establish goals – 80/20 and understand what’s important

Research & Analyze, Partner with subject matter experts

Use models, even if simple, to demonstrate and confirm

Develop Key Risk Indicators and next steps

Improve and Evolve



Execution 
Risk

Definition Goal
Potential 

Approach
Communicate 

& Evolve

Ideas are cheap.  I have more ideas now 

than I could ever write up.  To my mind, 

it’s the execution that is all-important

- George R.R. Martin
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Define Execution Risk
Critical to be clear on what it is you are trying to measure, monitor and manage

Execution risk is the risk that projects do NOT deliver and 

implement quality solutions, on time, on budget and 

consistent with all specifications(problem/solution) 

Examples for further clarity:

Execution Gaps are produced by;

• Unacceptable quality or delivery shortfalls

• Beyond original time specifications

• Expense / Cost over-runs

Execution Gaps are Not the result of;

• Not recognizing benefits (out of projects control)

• Sales or product profitability shortfalls (that are BAU in nature)

• Operational changes that make the Project Specs out of date
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Goal of 
Execution Risk 
Framework
What is it that you want to 
accomplish?

Drive 
Awareness, 
Discussion 

and Strategic 
Planning

Prospective 
forward-
looking 

measure

Mechanism 
to monitor 

for risk onset 
(e.g. KRIs)

Ability to 
measure 
over time

Independent 
viewpoint 
providing 
oversight
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Research & Analyze: Identify Significant Factors

Key Risk Factors

External 
Papers

SME Views Case 
Studies

Examples of 

Key Risk Factors

Talent (Skillset & Capacity)

Clarity of Goals

Governance

Testing

Team Confidence

Vendor Management

Implementation (Release) Approach

Financials

Other
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Develop a Simple yet Meaningful Metric or Model

Less 
Exposure

More 
Exposure

Execution 
Risk Metric

5.00.0

• Measure of the risk that projects do NOT deliver and implement quality solutions, on 

time, on budget and consistent with all specifications

• Measured by number of key risk factors to which a project has significant exposure

• For each factor, determination of significant exposure is based on standard criteria 
(e.g. if less than 50% of project team is confident that delivery will be on time, budget 

and within scope)

• Directional and reasonable measurement

• Relative, higher versus lower NOT good versus bad 
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Model Score versus SME Score

SME Score

Validation: Back testing
Does the Model’s scoring generally replicate the SMEs expectation?

1=  lower risk, 3 = medium risk, 5 = higher risk

• Want reasonable 

validation

• Don’t try to boil 

the ocean!

• Remember Goal

M
o

d
el

 S
co

re
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Which Projects to 
Review

Want to focus on 
strategically 

important projects –
need to define this

Automation & 
technology can help

Communication

Provide Advance Notice 
to everyone involved 
regarding steps and 

timing

Onboard Project Owner 
and Explain Process and 

Goal

How to Collect 
Data for the Model

Design a short 
standard survey of 

questions to ask 
project managers 

about the risk factors 
you’ve identified

Design a short 
standard survey of 

questions to ask 
about the risk factors 

you’ve identified

Frequency

Quarterly, Semi-
Annual, Annual?

KRIs can help here

Sharing results 
with Stakeholders

Review results with 
Project Owner and 

discuss 
reasonableness of 

results and next steps

Check for 
understanding

Think about other practical considerations
Must be SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT

5 min

30 
min

30 
min
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Remember the Goal: Awareness, Discussion & Strategic Planning 

Risk 
Identification & 

Discussion

Identify 
Enterprise 

Themes

Develop Key Risk 
Indicators to 
Monitor and 

Manage

Improve & Evolve 
Enterprise Risk 
Management 



High Interest Rates 50

Lower Equity Levels 25

Higher Claim Costs 15

Higher Expenses 5

Contract Triggers 3

Other 2

Ranking of impacts depends on the make-up of a company

Inflation:
How could it impact our business?

“Inflation is a clear and present 

danger for many economies.”

- IMF Chief Economist Pierre-Olivier Gourinchas, 
April 19, 2022

yahoo Finance

Inflation 
Risk
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More Traditional Inflation Analysis
Before Inflation Appeared (Oct 2020)

Inflationary environments can be significantly unfavorable without mitigation

Inflation Scenarios

Three possible extreme inflation scenarios are 
analyzed:

 overheating inflation
 deflation
 stagflation

These scenarios include changes to:

 inflation
 interest rates
 equity
 unemployment

Impacts

Without mitigation, PTOI could be reduced by $XXXM to 
$XXXM annually

While inflation itself has an impact, it is less than the 
impacts of interest rate and equity changes that come 
with it:

Mitigating Actions Underway

The current strategy actions help mitigate 
these risks

Additional Mitigating Actions

1) Develop KRIs and monitor

2) Develop action steps should inflation 
scenarios emerge

3) Update analysis and reiterate on KRIs and 
action steps as inflation scenarios emerge

1 2 3

$M Interest Equity Inflation Total

Overheat -XXX -XXX -X -XXX

Deflation -XXX -XXX +X -XXX

Stagflation -XXX -XXX -X -XXX
“Traditional” analysis, high level modeling out 

business cash flows in stressed scenarios

The conclusion: Inflation is mainly a risk because of 
interest rates and equity... 

but are we overlooking any inflation-specific risk?
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First-order impacts of inflation are limited in the near-term;
long-term inflation expectations could shift customer preferences

Long-term inflation expectations could affect 

customer behavior, add other enterprise risks

Liabilities Assets
Customer

Behavior

Additional

Enterprise Risks

Protection provided by CPI 
swaps & real assets:

Negative impacts driven by 
Products A and B:

 CPI swaps provide direct protection

 Real assets (AAA, BBB, CCC) provide 
indirect protection

 Second-order interest rate impacts 
can be material and are actively 
managed through the ALM program

Expectations of higher expenses 
and rates are expected to shift 
customers:

 Toward higher risk/reward products

 Toward less costly products or to 
buy less

 Toward holistic financial planning

 Away from locking in current rates

Inflation could cause these risks 
to emerge:

 Talent could be difficult to acquire 
or retain

 Economic risk capacity could be 
reduced if economic surplus does 
not keep pace with larger benefit 
purchases

 Reinsurers could possibly have 
increased counterparty risk due to 
higher claims across their 
businesses

Near-term impacts on liabilities and assets

are limited and matched

Of products that may be expected to 
have exposure:

 Individual Products A and B = 
benefits are fixed

 Individual Product E = there will be 
increased benefit payments tied to 
CPI-U, limited by caps

 Institutional Product G = trued up 
annually for inflation so no impact
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Less Product B

Less Product C, more Product D

Work for longer

Long-term inflation impacts on customer behavior will impact 
business segments differently

Working
salary increases,
can work longer

Mass Market
higher expenses reduce ability to buy protection, wealth products

Affluent
can bear higher expenses

Retired
fixed sources of 

income

4

• Reduced sales of Products A and B through anticipation of higher rates (even if rates have not yet increased) or decreases to purchasing power
• Shifting sales from Product C to D as customer preferences shift towards riskier and/or lower cost products
• Increased sales from Product E with increased wages and resulting increased benefit purchases

Quadrant 1 customers are most impacted, quadrant 4’s are least impacted

3

12

Working
salary increases,
can work longer

Mass Market
higher expenses reduce ability to buy protection, wealth products

Affluent
can bear higher expenses

Retired
fixed sources of 

income

Less Products A, B, and C

Increased surrenders across 
Products A, B, and C

Potential customer behaviors

Less Product A

Less Product C, more Product D

Less Product A

More Product E from increases in real 
wages 

Less Product A claims

Less Product C, more Product D

Product Segments

Segment 1
Segment 2

Segment 4

Quadrant 1’s customers will be the 
most impacted:
 all impacts will be negative

Quadrant 4’s customers will be the 
least impacted:
 neutral, or possibly positive impacts

Segment 3

Segment 5
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Attractive in 
inflationary 

environment?
On our shelf?

Are we 
competitive?

Competitor 
inflation 
version?

Product A No

Product B No

Product C Yes

Product D No

Product E No

Product F n/a No

Inflation drives additional risks and opportunities

Additional Risks
with Teams to Further Explore

1) Talent Risk (HR/CFO):
Acquisition/retention could be at risk if not able to offer competitive 
compensation and employee experience relative to the market

2) Capacity Risk (ERM): Inflation could increase benefit sizes on new business 
and accelerate the use of longevity, mortality, and morbidity risk capacity if 
economic surplus does not rise equally

3) Reinsurance Counterparty Risk (ERM/Corporate Actuarial): Reinsurers may 
experience higher benefits payments over time if inflation remains elevated 
adding to counterparty risk

Product development opportunities exist to 

fine-tune and expand our product suite

Additional enterprise risks are identified with 

teams tagged for further exploration

Products are 
generally 
attractive

Opportunity 
to develop 
Product F

Opportunity 
to update 

Products B/C

Opportunity 
for inflation 

features

Identified potential risks beyond typical product or asset risks



Introduction to 
Climate Risk

Background Potential Risks
Emerging 

Regulation

“There’s one issue that will 

define the contours of this 

century more dramatically than 

any other, and that is the urgent 

threat of a changing climate”

- Barack Obama
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Climate change risk includes both physical and transition elements

Physical Risks –
Physical risks resulting from climate 

change can be event driven 
(acute) or longer-term shifts 

(chronic) in climate patterns and 
result in direct damage to assets 
and/or indirect impacts to the 

supply chain 

Transition Risks –
Transitioning to a lower-carbon 
economy may entail extensive 
policy, legal, technology, and 

market changes to address 

mitigation and adaptation 
requirements related to 

climate change. 

Droughts

Heat waves and 

wildfires

Floods

Storms

Climate Policy

Consumer 

Preferences

Technology

Carbon Prices
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Background: History 
and Key Players

● Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is the UN body for assessing the science related to climate change. 

● Since 1988, the IPCC has produced six comprehensive reports with the most recent assessment report being AR6

● AR6 Part I – The Physical Science basis released in November 2021, “it is only possible to avoid warming of 1.5 °C or 2 °C if massive and 

immediate cuts in greenhouse gas emissions are made.”

● AR6 Part 2 – Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability released in February 2022

● AR6 Part 3 – Mitigation of Climate Change released in April 2022

IPCC, Assessment Reports (AR6), UNFCCC, COP 

● United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was established in 1992 at the Rio Earth Summit.  

Among its core objectives was to stabilize greenhouse gases to prevents risks to the climate system.  

● The Commonwealth of the Parties (COP) was created as the UNFCCC’s supreme body with the intention of having regular 

annual meetings to be attended by heads of state, ministers and environmental experts and non-governmental organizations.  

The first COP was in 1995.

● COP21, 2015, the Paris Agreement was signed, adopted by 197 countries with a principal to limit global warming to well below 2, preferably 

to 1.5 degrees Celsius compared to pre-industrial levels by reaching a global peaking of GHG emission as soon as possible to achieve a 

climate neutral world by mid-century

● COP27, 2022, Egypt, “The science is clear: we must see more climate action this decade if we’re to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050 and, 

ultimately, the 1.5-degree goal,” Executive Secretary of UNFCCC, Patricia Espinosa
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the Paris Agreement was signed, adopted by 197 countries with a principal to limit global 
warming to well below 2, preferably to 1.5 degrees Celsius compared to pre-industrial levels

Background: Summary of 2021 IPCC climate projections
“It is only possible to avoid warming of 1.5 °C or 2 °C if massive and immediate cuts in greenhouse gas emissions are made.” - IPCC

Graphics from 2021 IPCC Climate Change Report: The Physical Science Basis: Summary for Policymakers

the Paris Agreement was signed, adopted by 197 countries with a principal 

to limit global warming to well below 2, preferably to 1.5 degrees Celsius 
compared to pre-industrial levelsYear
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the Paris Agreement was signed, adopted by 197 countries with a principal to limit global 
warming to well below 2, preferably to 1.5 degrees Celsius compared to pre-industrial levels

Background: Summary of 2021 IPCC climate projections
“it is only possible to avoid warming of 1.5 °C or 2 °C if massive and immediate cuts in greenhouse gas emissions are made.”

Graphics from 2021 IPCC Climate Change Report: The Physical Science Basis: Summary for Policymakers

the Paris Agreement was signed, adopted by 197 countries with a principal 

to limit global warming to well below 2, preferably to 1.5 degrees Celsius 
compared to pre-industrial levels
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the Paris Agreement was signed, adopted by 197 countries with a principal to limit global 
warming to well below 2, preferably to 1.5 degrees Celsius compared to pre-industrial levels

Background: Summary of 2021 IPCC climate projections
“it is only possible to avoid warming of 1.5 °C or 2 °C if massive and immediate cuts in greenhouse gas emissions are made.”

Graphics from 2021 IPCC Climate Change Report: The Physical Science Basis: Summary for Policymakers

the Paris Agreement was signed, adopted by 197 countries with a principal 

to limit global warming to well below 2, preferably to 1.5 degrees Celsius 
compared to pre-industrial levels
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the Paris Agreement was signed, adopted by 197 countries with a principal to limit global 
warming to well below 2, preferably to 1.5 degrees Celsius compared to pre-industrial levels

Background: Summary of 2021 IPCC climate projections
“it is only possible to avoid warming of 1.5 °C or 2 °C if massive and immediate cuts in greenhouse gas emissions are made.”

Graphics from 2021 IPCC Climate Change Report: The Physical Science Basis: Summary for Policymakers

the Paris Agreement was signed, adopted by 197 countries with a principal 

to limit global warming to well below 2, preferably to 1.5 degrees Celsius 
compared to pre-industrial levels
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the Paris Agreement was signed, adopted by 197 countries with a principal to limit global 
warming to well below 2, preferably to 1.5 degrees Celsius compared to pre-industrial levels

Background: Summary of 2021 IPCC climate projections
“it is only possible to avoid warming of 1.5 °C or 2 °C if massive and immediate cuts in greenhouse gas emissions are made.”

Graphics from 2021 IPCC Climate Change Report: The Physical Science Basis: Summary for Policymakers

the Paris Agreement was signed, adopted by 197 countries with a principal 

to limit global warming to well below 2, preferably to 1.5 degrees Celsius 
compared to pre-industrial levels
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Integrated Assessment Models & NGFS

The Network for Greening the Financial 

System (NGFS) is a network of 83 central 

banks and financial supervisors that aims to 

accelerate the scaling up of green 

finance and develop recommendations for 

central banks' role for climate change.

Climate change scenarios or 

socioeconomic scenarios are projections of 

future greenhouse gas emissions used by 

analysts to assess future vulnerability to 

climate change

Integrated assessment models (IAM) aim to 

provide policy-relevant insights into global 

environmental change and sustainable 

development issues by projecting not only 

climate changes but also their impact on 

GDP, technology, governmental policy etc. 

• The term assessment refers to focus 

on generating useful information for 

decision-making, even in case of 

large uncertainties. 

• Examples: REMIND, GCAM, IMAGE, 

AIM, etc.

Background: Integrated Assessment Models
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Defining the Risk: How could climate risk affect the insurance industry?

● Morbidity

● Mortality and Longevity

● Lapse Rates

● Liquidity

● Credit/Equity Risk

● Interest Rates

● ALM Risk

● Currency Risk

● Reinsurer Risk

● Operational Resiliency

● Extreme Weather

● Ocean rise and temperature

● Impacts on Biodiversity and Ecosystems

● Heat-Related Illness and Mortality

● Vector-Borne Diseases

● Food Security (Crop Failure / Decline)

● Heating costs

● Economic - GDP

● Migration

● Conflict

Likely Impacts Insurance Risks
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Overview of DFS Supervisory Expectations 
10. As explained in more detail below, DFS expects insurers 
to take a strategic approach to managing climate risks that 
considers both current and forward-looking risks and 
identifies actions required to manage those risks in a manner 
proportionate to the nature, scale, and complexity of 
insurers’ businesses. Specifically, an insurer should: 
I. Integrate the consideration of climate risks into its 
governance structure at the group or insurer entity level. The 
insurer’s board should understand climate risks and maintain 
oversight over the management team responsible for 
managing them. The roles of the board and management 
should be reflected in the company’s risk appetite and 
organizational structure. 
II. When making business decisions, consider the current and 
forward-looking impact of climate-related factors on its 
business using time horizons that are appropriately tailored 
to the insurer, its activities, and the decisions being made. 
III. Incorporate climate risks into the insurer’s existing 
financial risk management, including by embedding climate 
risks in its risk management framework and analyzing the 
impact of climate risks on existing risk factors. Climate risks 
should be considered in the company’s ORSA. 
IV. Use scenario analysis to inform business strategies and 
risk assessment and identification. Scenarios should consider 
physical and transition risks, multiple carbon emissions and 
temperature pathways, and short-, medium-, and long-term 
horizons. 
V. Disclose its climate risks and engage with the TCFD and 
other initiatives when developing its disclosure approaches

Emerging US Guidance and Regulation

NAIC NYDFS SEC
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How can actuaries add value?

● Skilled at understanding complex topics

● Modeling abilities

● Big picture

● Broad and detailed insurance expertise

● Ability to translate and ask important 

questions

“It’s now or never, if we want to limit 

global warming to 1.5°C (2.7°F), Without 

immediate and deep emissions 

reductions across all sectors, it will be 

impossible.”

IPCC Press Release, April 4th, 2022
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